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The future of Swap Meets....
What is going on with swap meets now a days? I mean really! Attendances down, vendors participation down
and variety of products is down . I'm at a loss. But I have been listening to all the great minds of the biker
world and their theories for the past couple years, and am going to attempt to put at least my mind at ease
about this modern era phenomena. 

First off attendances! I realize that the bike lifestyle has
changed in the past dozen years. Just like everything it
cycled to the practice of teeth pulling to get people to
attend. Years ago a swap meet would be jammed with
brothers and sisters all getting together for an afternoon
to socialize, do a little shopping and just get out for
awhile. But according to the scholars among us, the rea-
sons vary from the internet being so much easier to get
parts and at times cheaper than buying at a show.
Others say the bikers themselves are not as financially
fit as they were years ago. Yeah, that could be partly

true. With admissions ranging from $5-$12 an event, it is pricey to just walk in the door. But then again, why
are there certain bars jammed with people pounding drinks and not even blinking an eye at a hundred dollar
bill gone. Theory out the window! My own theory is that in the old days bikers actually got together and hung
out in full force just for something to do. Hell back in the early 90's we could easily get a couple dozen blurry
eyed brothers together for a run somewhere. Now I guess it's more of an assignment away from the Sunday
ice cream run.
I will admit that the shows have gotten away from parts hunters looking to rebuild that old shovel to the rider
looking to buy a new t-shirt of get a patch put on. Maybe this is some people's way of saying, "I'm a biker
because I went to a swap meet this weekend." Whatever! A show in my eyes should only have one or two of
any similar items vendor except for parts. This having 5 sewers spread out amongst 25 vendors doesn't cut it
for me. In fact I think this is a major player in the swap meet souring.  The thinking of a person starting
his/her own business being a vendor at shows to me is a great thing. But I'll let you in on a little secret. New
people thinking of the golden paths paved with swap meet attendee cash is a long way from reality.  Years ago
when there was only a couple t-shirt people, each made decent coin. At least it was worth their time to be
there. Now a day's I'm not so sure from what I hear. 
I'm not going to put the blame on anyone in particular in this story. Every promoter tries to do something dif-
ferent to rebuild the old days. Wisconsin Swap Meets is trying to incorporate automotive parts into a few of
their shows. Others are trying the bike show angle again. Yet others are doing different venues trying to cut
costs on themselves but there are only so many big square footage building available. Some though have had

a great run like the Donnie Smith Show in St. Paul, MN. This
is the 26th year at the same location, always tries to offer a
great variety of vendors while keeping it fresh.  Walneck's
based out of IL has a dedicated following that supports them
immensely as well as Paragon out of MI.
Don't read too much into this since it's only some thoughts
that have been rattling around in my skull. I for one can say
that I drive to many shows all over the state to hand papers
out promoting my customers and event advertisers, and it does
get old spending the time and gas to see a couple hundred
people. 
I guess in short, everybody has a different way of doing things
and swap meets aren't any different. The characters may have
changed and the old school circumstances may have gotten

lost, but someday they will be back. Hopefully!!!!


